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The UK Fashion & Textile Association is the most inclusive British
network for fashion and textile companies. UKFT brings together
designers, manufacturers, agents and retailers to promote their
businesses and our industry throughout the UK and internationally.
UKFT membership offers many unique benefits:
• Free on-going business support for growing your business
• Access to Government funding for international trade shows
• Advertising on ukft.org, UKFT members directory, newsletters & more
• Subsidised access to UKFT’s superb showroom in central London – ideal for
collection presentations, press days and meetings
• Discounted rates on UKFT’s extensive seminar programme
• Keep up to date with industry news through our e-shots and newsletters
• Business referrals to key international markets
• Special rates on business services including legal help, logistics and
energy purchasing
• Support on care labelling compliance and other industry standard initiatives

To find out more about UKFT, visit www.ukft.org or call 020 7843 9462
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This year, Textile Forum celebrates its 15th anniversary; 2017 also marks a similar
milestone for the Euro, the first 3G wireless network to go live in the US and the
launch of BBC 4, with the slogan “everybody needs a place to think”.
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Like BBC4, Textile Forum has evolved into a favourite place for designers and
fabric buyers to think about their purchasing decisions.
We hope your time at this season’s show will be inspiring and uplifting so that
you are better able to take advantage of the opportunities that emerge from the
current disruptive political, social and economic world outside of One
Marylebone.
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As we started Textile Forum in the autumn of 2002,we will be celebrating at our
next show 11-12 October 2017, but in the meantime, we hope you will enjoy
another season of successful fabric souring with us.
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Linda Laderman
Co-founder and organiser Textile Forum

Our charity
Textile Forum is delighted to continue supporting the Fashion & Textile Children’s
Trust. Whether you’re a start-up or an established business, have three employees
or 300, FTCT helps families that are in a tough financial spot. I hope you will visit the
team on the FTCT stand during the show, by our refreshment area on the first floor.
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1. Laurent Garigue
2. James Hare
3. Jane Makower Fabrics
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National Weaving

THE NAME SAYS IT ALL IN THIS
SIGNATURE BUSINESS
rom a simple black signature on a white
background to a stunning complicated
watercolour featuring trees and a
meadow: that’s the breadth of images
that leading woven label supplier
The National Weaving Company has
recreated for a growing list of customers.

Today The National Weaving Company handles
around around 60 orders a week and, apart
from a few extreme examples, has been able
to meet all its customers’ requirements. One of
those orders that could not be fulfilled was for a
designer of edible lingerie who wanted an edible
woven label (the industry has yet to produce
edible sewing yarn) and another who wanted a
unique QR code incorporated onto every label.
While the most popular order size is for 500
labels, 3cms by 6 cms, the looms, located in
the family run business’ purpose built factory
in Pembrokeshire, can produce labels in up
to eight colours as large as A3. Not all the
labels appear on the inside of a garment: one
designer wanted a design 70cms deep as a
back panel for a jacket.

“We have had designers post us napkins with
a rough sketch of what they want and our
design team has to interpret it into something
that works,” says Louise Bradley, daughter of
the founder, who with her sister Caroline, runs
the business, with Scott, Louise’s husband and
Jess their daughter also involved. “Generally
though, we work from a business card and take
components of that to make the label, adding
wording such as ‘hand made’ or ‘exclusively by’
for instance to create a very personalised label.
We work closely with our customers allowing
them to have control over their label.”
Today’s label designs are a far cry from the first
versions produced, which were affectionately
known as “granny labels”, as they featured text
such as “hand made by Granny Jane” or “lots
of love from Granny Sue” – often accompanied
with a basic spinning wheel.
However, custom woven labels were not the
first product to be produced by The National
Weaving Company; it began life as a producer
of woven name tags.
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“Once myself and my three siblings were old
enough to fend for ourselves, my mother
Christine wanted to return to work, but did not
have a firm idea of what she wanted to do. She
spent time researching, knowing that whatever
she did had to be something different and
unique. She was extremely well aware that many
mothers were caught out at the beginning of
a new school year when they realised, often
a night or two before the start of the autumn
term, that all their children’s uniforms had to
be name tagged. At that time, suppliers had a
10-14 day turn round, which was certainly not
quick enough.

“Mum calculated that if she could offer next day
delivery she would have that unique business,”
explains Louise.
“She mentioned the idea to my father who
bought her a loom, set it up in a corner of his
factory and said: here you go. Mum had not
the first idea of how to weave, but went on a
training course and in the very early days had
the support of the loom manufacturers. She
quickly got to grips with the mechanics and the
business took off.”

Name tags are still produced today with a
guaranteed next day delivery; orders received by
10am are sent out in first class post the same day.
Looking at ways to expand the business, the
family realised that there was an opportunity
bring the speed into the production of labels for
designer collections. The looms were upgraded
and investment also made into a state of the
art computer aided design system.
While the production process for designer
labels is longer than for name tags, it is still
fast by industry standards. Sample designs are
available within 7-10 days and the completed
order takes an additional similar length of time.
“We work with established designers as well as
start ups and students,” explains Louise. “New
designers are often phased by getting their
labels organised, even though they know it is a
very important part of their corporate identity.
We often recommend they incorporate their
signature as it is both unique and something
that will never change – even if they change
the colour of their labels, or opt for a new size or
background as their business evolves.”
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Designer profile – Joyce Young OBE

It’s an honour
working in
textiles
If luck had not
played a part
leading bridal
and
special
occasionwear
designer Joyce
Young OBE might have expressed her love of fabrics,
colour and texture in interiors. Having graduated
from Glasgow School of Art in 1975 with an honours
degree in Interior Design and Embroidery and
Weaving (there were no fashion courses there at
the time), she responded to an advertisement for a
creative designer with a Marks and Spencer supplier
and has remained on the fashion side ever since.
She founded By Storm with her husband Maurice
and now employs 20 staff, operating from a
purpose-built manufacturing unit next door to a
new showroom in Glasgow and a shop in Belsize
Park, North London. She has been a regular visitor
to Textile Forum since the show was launched 15
years ago this year.
6 Textile Forum

Who has inspired you the most? And why?
The never-ending positivity of my husband Maurice, who gives me the
confidence to keep stretching and achieving my goals. This industry
is not for the faint-hearted and between us we have racked up 96
years in the textiles sector. We still enjoy the day-to-day running of the
business and all that it entails probably because we have kept it to a
manageable size so we can deal directly with our customers. We have
all our designs individually made-to-measure in Glasgow.
Do you have a ritual for “getting creative”?
I definitely do have a ritual for designing the collections. It involves
getting very messy with the fabrics spread around and hundreds of
thumbnail sketches. I like to do this in the evening with music playing
and a glass of wine. I prefer to be completely alone and indulge myself
in my creative thoughts. These over time get narrowed down and the
final sketches prepared with all the information for the pattern cutters.
As each decision is made the fabric gets removed from the “mess” and
put in a tidy queue along with the finished sketch.

What is the one thing you wish you had known
before entering a career in textiles?
Its not an industry to go into if you want to
make your fortune!! Seriously though, I
consider myself incredibly lucky to have
spent my lifetime working with fabrics in
a career that I enjoy so much. It is never
a problem to go to work and along
with my husband we work virtually 24/7
together. I love all aspects of it from the
designing to meeting all the wonderful
brides and mothers who come on their
journey with us. It’s a real privilege to
play such an important part in such a
special day in their lives.
What is your favourite book?
Facebook.

The difficulty, or beauty, of designing is that there is no right or wrong.
Its not like adding up a row of figures where there is a correct answer.
There are infinitesimal ways of combining shape, fabric, colour and
detail and the way we do it defines the handwriting of the designer.

What is your favourite film?
It’s got to be a romantic oldie:
Breakfast at Tiffany’s.

What do you think will be the biggest fabric trends of 2017?
I think there will be a move towards plainer fabrics and styles.
There has been so much lace over the past few years and while it will
still be around, I think it will become less popular for complete dresses.
I don’t tend to follow fashion as I like to offer my customers a good
choice of colours that I like and are flattering to the British complexion.
Some seasons the trends from Europe are for strong citrus shades
which are beautiful on tanned skins but not so great on pale ones.
It’s all about knowing your customer and giving them a considered
good choice. Faded vintage colours for mother of the bride have
been popular for a few years and tend to be flattering so we will
continue to offer these but also clear brights which suit women with
stronger colouring.

And your favourite TV show?
I love seeing people winning so
enjoy The Apprentice, Strictly and X
Factor if we are in on a Saturday
night and all the amazing
costume dramas.

Are there any differences between the designs you create for Scottish
brides and the bridal party compared with those ‘south of the Border ’?
We don’t see a lot of difference. The best sellers are the same in both
shops because they are the most flattering shapes and suit most figure
types. In Scotland there is a niche market for tartan themed weddings
so we introduced our Tartan Spirit collection so the women in the bridal
party can co ordinate with the groom’s tartan.
We also have lots of customers in London going to Scottish weddings
who choose to wear a touch of tartan.
What are the main differences in the fabrics you use today than say 15
years ago when Textile Forum started?
We mainly use silks, which are pretty much the same excellent quality
that we have always had over the past 15 years. However, there are far
more mixes now with a little elastic or polyester that help with drape
and don’t crease as much. Innovation mainly comes from the blends
and I have a preference for soft draping fabrics rather than the more
structured ones.
How important to you is Textile Forum?
I always make a point to be in London and visit Textile Forum each
season. It’s great to see lots of our suppliers under one roof and apart
from keeping up to date with new developments it’s a good social
occasion to meet up with others in our industry. I always come away
having bought more fabrics than intended and feeling a fresh flush
of enthusiasm.

What would be your “last supper”?
Well I guess I wouldn’t have to be
worrying about calories, so like my
clothes I prefer simple and good quality
food: watercress soup, sea bass, spinach,
roast potatoes, cheesecake and lots of
good wine.
What is the one item you can’t live without?
Smartphone (sad).
How, or where, do you relax?
I do a bit of Ashtanga yoga but I wouldn’t call
that relaxing.
When Maurice and I are in London we love to
go to the Everyman Cinema in Hampstead with
comfy couches and cocktails we are right down
there at the front – next best thing to being IN the
film. Eating out is our main pastime after work when
it’s too late to think about cooking we like to have a
glass of wine and a nice meal in one of our favourite
restaurants and catch up on the day’s activities.
What has been the most surreal event in your life?
Without doubt, receiving an OBE for services to textiles.
The whole process was surreal, from receiving the
unexpected letter (I thought it was a mistake or a wind
up) through to going to Buckingham Palace with my
family to the investiture where Prince Charles presented
me with the award. I was, and still am, in shock to receive
such prestigious recognition for something that I
enjoy doing so much. I am also absolutely delighted
and very honoured to have received it.

Textile Forum
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Monterossi and R by Rossi

Double Dutch
fashion-wise

Pim Rosenthal

8 Textile Forum

Recognising changes in consumer buying patterns and
working on collections and delivery timings to meet their
demands is something that is challenging most fabric
suppliers. The new generation of young consumers have
a ‘see now, buy now’ mentality, as well as constantly
wanting something new and exclusive, so that means
both speeding up the delivery of fabrics and ensuring that
there is even more choice.

One company that is looking to attract a younger
customer, is Monterossi, a well-established
Dutch company. It has built up an international
reputation for its high quality exclusive woven
plain fabrics, laces, unique embroideries,
lasercuts and rhinestone embellishments for
both haute couture and pret a porter, daywear
and particularly bridalwear that can be found
on the catwalk, at red carpet events and worn
by royalty.
This spring’s Textile Forum sees the launch of its R
by Rossi collection. This not only differs from the
main Monterossi collections in terms of fabric
design, but also comes with its own corporate
identity that “speaks” to the new market it is
looking to break into. The R by Rossi website
projects the look and feel of the collection
without showing a single fabric. Its modern
typography, with the emphasis on a stylized R
for the logo is reminiscent of the single letter
chosen by brands such as W the international
hotel chain.
Pim Rosenthal, whose father founded Monterossi,
says the impetus for turning the idea for this
new brand into reality came from reading Shoe
Dog, the book of the success of Nike, in which
founder and board chairman Phil Knight shares
the inside story of the company’s early days as
an intrepid start-up and its evolution into one of
the world’s most iconic, game-changing, and
profitable brands.
While he has designed the new collection, he
jokes that at 48 years old he needed to look for
input from his younger colleagues in both the
design and the marketing of the fabric, which
combines handcraft with the latest machine
technology.
“We are going to have to work hard at
delivering a new brand into the market, it is not
something you can do overnight, but we know
that even our existing customers are looking for
something new outside of the traditional selling
seasons and we want to be able to offer them
something else, which has a slightly younger
feel, as well as attract new customers around
the globe,” Pim told TEX.

Textile Forum
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Haberdashery

Selling to
the modern
maker
Water polo playing, former timber salesman Otto Hamelink is the owner
of Anbo Textiles. An easy-going Dutchman, his move into textiles was
not planned. Bored with selling wood to customers principally over a
round of golf or in a restaurant, Otto decided to use his sales expertise
in another industry.
In 1995, he responded
to an advertisement
placed
by
fabric
supplier M Makower and has stayed in the textile industry ever since. He
gained considerable experience selling fabrics, initially to the UK craft
market, working with American suppliers. Some 12 years ago he bought
Anbo Textiles, having joined the business as an agent, and since then
has considerably expanded his customer base so that fashion designers
now make up a growing 30% of his business.

Otto is still a big d istr ibutor of Am er ican fa bri c s , ge t t i n g
w eekly d eliver ies flow n into his p rem ises in High Wy c o mb e i n
B uckingham shire, but wor ks with a range of int e r n a t i o n a l
sup p lier s. Recognising the im p or tance of havin g e xc l u s i v e
fa br ics, this March sees the introd uction of Anbo’s fi rs t ra n ge o f
d igital p r int knits, using d esigns from his w ell know n Da s hwo o d
w oven collection; there w ill also be the launch range o f wo v e n
p r inted fa br ics based on trad itional D utch d esi gn s . I n t he
p ip eline is a collection of d igitally p r inted cord uroy.
Top: Mannequins in Ray Stitch’s shop
Left: A selection of Anbo Textiles fabrics
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Apart from the development of the fabric collection, Otto is putting the final
touches to Anbo’s new transactional website and has also expanded its sales
presence in Europe (there are now representatives in Holland and Germany
and distributors in France and Spain).

Rachel sees a lot of cross over from her own profession as a model maker
to dress making. “In model making it is about taking a 2D pattern and
turning it into a 3D design. In dress making, you turn a 3D idea into 2D pieces
of fabric and put them together to recreate a 3D design.”

With so much happening, Anbo’s social media feeds will be buzzing. He believes
Instagram works best for UK and US customers and Facebook the preferred
option for those in mainland Europe.

Rachel thinks another reason for the success of dressmaking is that
organisations such as the Women’s Institute have become “cool” again.

So no chance of being bored then? “Definitely not. I really enjoy the business,
because of the people; I just love meeting and talking to our customers, that’s
what makes work so interesting – it is never dull,” he told TEX.

Anbo’s customers include two London-based entrepreneurs,
neither of whom have a textile background, but who have
successfully tapped into the growing interest in dressmaking
and crafts in general, focusing on the ‘modern maker ’
and particularly the fasted growing demographic the
thirty-somethings.

“There is also the backlash against mass produced fashion, with people
to have less throwaway, disposable items and investing in items that
have more value,” adds Rachel. As such, she prefers to source ethical
fabrics, when she can, such as natural and organic cottons, bamboos
and linens.
As well as purchasing from suppliers, Rachel is about to introduce her
own range of UK produced fabric, branded Ray Stitch.

The Village
Haberdashery
While the word haberdashery has old fashion connotations, Annie Barker
has set up her business in a very modern context. She offers a range of
classes led by industry celebrities and local experts in everything from
quilting to crocheting and has built a vibrant online community of makers.
Before establishing her company, Annie had a career in the world of
technology, working in PR for firms in Silcon Valley in the US. On a return
visit there a few years ago, she was inspired by a ‘modern’ quilt a friend
had made. Back in the UK she decided to make her own quilt but could
not find the right fabrics. She did a lot of research, talked to American
suppliers and decided to set up her own business selling fabrics, initially
online. Nine months later, in December 2012, she opened her first shop
and it took off. Last year she set up a crowd fund to finance a move into
much larger premises, in West Hampstead Square to set her on the road
to becoming a premium craft retailer with six outlets by 2020.
“My customers are not sewing, knitting or weaving to be thrifty, they
want to have the satisfaction of making something personal; they are
aspirational,” explains Annie.

Ray Stitch
Rachel Hart set up Ray Stitch eight years ago. Her customers include high
powered executives, often with stressful jobs, who dressmake as a means
of relaxing. Customers include solicitors and financiers who attend her
dress making classes and by the end of the 12 week course can make
virtually anything. The shop and courses also attracts photographers and
stylists - male and female - who need the additional expertise for their
own work.
Rachel believes that deriving satisfaction is what attracts customers
initially and retains them. “My customers can see something in one of the
fashion shops in the high street and then replicate the look in a fabric of
their choice and have something unique and personal; it gives them a
great amount of joy.”
Rachel has been so successful she has outgrown her first shop and has just
moved into much larger premises across the road so that she can better
display her stock as well as have a more comfortable space for her classes.

Annie Barker carefully ‘curates’ the wide range of fabrics she sells in The Village Haberdashery
so that the shop retains its individual look.
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The care symbols are used in most parts of the world and are
protected by international trademarks, registered in over 70 countries.
GINETEX, the organisation that owns the trademark, charges a licence fee
for the right to use the symbols. The level of the fee varies but can run into
tens of thousands of euros a year.
The UK Fashion & Textile Association is the UK representative for Ginetex.
Membership of UKFT includes the licence to reproduce the GINETEX care
symbols around the world. Not only is this a huge saving in comparison to
obtaining a licence separately, it also includes unlimited support and advice
on care labelling requirements for all the major markets, at no extra cost.
If you are exporting and using the symbols on your labels, contact UKFT
for further information and to set up your protection immediately.
info@ukft.org | +44 (0)20 7843 9460
For further information visit
www.ukft.org | www.care-labelling.co.uk
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UK manufacturing

Brexit: a threat

and an opportunity

The encouraging growth in UK-made clothing and textiles has seen
the number of jobs on the manufacturing side of the industry steadily
rising, but will there be sufficient workers to meet the renaissance for
home sourced products, asks Adam Mansell, CEO of UK Fashion &
Textile Association (UKFT), as the industry braces itself for Brexit.
Today’s industry, far from being filled with the dark satanic mills of the past,
is a vibrant and innovative industry, creating growth, jobs and opportunity.
Designers, retailers and most importantly consumers are looking for high
quality, design led products; clothes with authenticity and heritage, made
by craftsmen, that have not travelled half way round the world.
This diverse sector produces high-quality products used in hospitals, cars,
international catwalks and the high street. In the UK it is estimated that
some 20,000 new jobs will be needed in textile and clothing manufacturing
to keep up with growing demand.
While UKFT and other industry partners have worked extremely hard over
the past few years to change the image of UK manufacturing, there is still a
huge amount to do in terms of altering the next generation’s perceptions
of the industry and of ensuring we have a talent pool of people with the
right technical skills.
When it comes to the manufacturing industry, Brexit threatens the ability
to recruit skilled workers to the UK from overseas. If UK manufacturing is to
benefit from Brexit there needs to be much better, more focused support
for skills and training. UKFT identified this as one of its three key pillars of
activity. There is a chronic shortage of people with sewing skills. Spinners,
weavers and menders are all in short supply and the UK industry suffers from
an ageing work force. But designers, brands and retailers all desperately
need a vibrant and growing manufacturing sector to help them meet the
demands of today’s consumer.
UKFT is helping fashion and textile businesses to navigate the rapidly
evolving environment surrounding Brexit, enabling them to respond to
the issues that are pertinent to their continued business success. As an
industry we export £8.5 billion – up 30% since 2010 and the EU accounts
for 70% of all exports. The UK imports £23.5 billion worth of clothing and
textiles – 45% of our textiles are imported from the EU and 25% of our
clothing. Government and industry need to remain engaged with EU and
non-EU export markets. It is important to show the world that the UK remains
open to the world and that the Brexit vote is not a closing of doors on
Europe. UKFT is working closely with the UK Government to try to ensure
that the needs of the industry are an important consideration in the Brexit
negotiations, steered by the views of designers, retailers and fashion and
textile businesses. Our Let’s Make it Here database (www.letsmakeithere.
org) allows conversations across the supply chain and connects brands
and retailers with manufacturers. By scoping and scaling manufacturing
capacity regionally and by category it continues to grow and is an
authoritative industry resource.
It is certainly a time of great change, both in the industry and in society,
but in this convergence of changes it is also a time of great opportunity.

As part of UKFT’s ongoing commitment to support the UK
manufacturing sector, a member-led network has been established
for London based businesses, uniting them to form UKFT London
Manufacturers. One member The Albion Knitting Co is paving the
way in establishing an eager team of young employees at its factory.
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Smart textiles

Turning up the
heat on fabrics

The days when you will never shiver in the cold as you have not dressed warmly enough could be
a thing of the past. Technology is being developed so that any garment – from a bridal gown to a
bespoke suit - could incorporate a conductive fabric that is stitched or fused to react to a change in
the weather and keep the wearer warm.

Janett Martinez, CEO, Loomia

Spearheading this technological development is Loomia, a company has been making fabric into
circuit boards using proprietary conductive ink and additional processes for years. Its technology has
been developed to replace standard wires in smart garments using cost-effective,flexible fabric and
flat wires, so its components can easily integrate into garments and other textile products.

Loomia began as a studio (originally called The Crated) developing one
- off solutions for clients, that included Zac Posen, who wanted to use LED
lights on an evening dress. It gained further recognition when founder
Maddy Maxey won the first TopShop Top Pitch wearable tech bootcamp.

“If you pattern a heating element, when you power the material, it will
act as a heating panel. If you pattern it to operate as an antenna, it
can perform that function, as well as act as simple wires. The heating
application is just one example,” explains Janett.

Loomia has now moved away from being a solutions provider to becoming
a brand; it is looking to bring its infrastructural materials to diverse markets
such as fashion, uniforms, healthcare and fitness, where stretchy sensors
can be used for body measurements, vitals tracking and more.

“I believe we are moving away from hard goods and screens and
in as early as 10 or 15 years’ time mobile phones will be obsolete or
‘deconstructed’. It’s not impossible to think that very soon, a woman
could ‘ask’ her jacket where the nearest coffee shop is and see a map
projected showing the location.

Loomia is a member of AFFOA, a public private initiative that has $315
million committed to the space so far and is working with strategic supply
chain partners, who build for companies such as Gore-Tex, Apple and
SpaceX, a space exploration technology company.
“Until now there was no infrastructure to scale the development of
e-patterned materials,” explains Janett Martinez, CEO, Loomia. “We spent
last year locking down key components, testing, forming apparel and
manufacturing partnerships and are now working on creating a robust
manufacturing process and getting these products to market, tested,
vetted and certified under the Loomia brand. We are aiming to have
garments for the consumer by the end of 2018, beginning of 2019.
“Our credo is that technology should enhance your life, not distract from
it. Loomia aims to build the foundation for a truly screenless future, one
where objects are enchanted, adding wonder to simple interactions and
facilitating connection to the world around; style should not be impaired
by the weather and the technology should be ‘invisible’, very much in the
background and not detract from the style or impact the environment.”

“Our clothes, our cars, surfaces, and even our couches will be the
‘devices’ that will carry and transmit information. Work is being done
right now to build this smarter world, and we are excited to be laying
the foundation.”

“Textiles make up a large portion of our world.
We wear them, sleep under them, sit on them, carry
items in them and use them in industry. For such a
ubiquitous material, our textiles are surprisingly dumb, yet our plastic devices are so smart.”
Maddy Maxey, creator and founder of Loomia.

A core focus for Loomia this year will be to develop a lighter weight,
ultra thin battery to power the material and to create a truly responsive
garment, that can automatically turn the heat on or off depending on the
temperature, without the wearer having to press a button. Wearers simply
put on a jacket, for example, and as they move from indoor to outdoor,
the garment responds seamlessly. Additionally, Loomia wants to improve
the longevity of the material so that it can sustain sufficient washing and
dry cleaning so the material lasts as long as the garment itself.
Alongside evolving the technology, Loomia will be developing the
technical packs to show designers and manufacturers how to integrate
the e-patterned material into their fabrics and designs. “Working with
manufacturers to bridge the gap of knowledge of how to sew and bond
the material will be a major factor in widespread adoption and scalability,”
explains Janett.
Currently, 3,000,000 sq ins of the material is being produced per month,
with additional manufacturing facilities being built to increase output
during the year.
Loomia materials are not only for heating- depending on how the material
is e-patterned it will have a different use.
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Top right: Loomia’s heat sensitive fabric.

Top right: Loomia’s heat sensitive fabric.
Left: Zac Posen light up dress created for Project Runway.

The only magazine to focus upon Savile Row: As well as its
spotlight on bespoke clothes, it covers other up-market topics
of interest to those who shop in the Row or aspire to, and
concentrates upon quality and craftsmanship in the modern scene

TRENDS

| STYLE | TAILORS | GROOMING | ACCESSORIES | TOP HATS AND SO MUCH MORE...

For all future advertising & editorial enquiries, please contact
Tel +44 (0) 20 8238 5000 or email info@publicationsuk.co.uk

www.savilerow-style.com

TEX

Athleisure

Activewear
influences
For spring/summer 18, we will see athleisure mature as a product
group. While still very much part of a lifestyle transition, the
performance technology used for fabrics in athleisure is now
pushing through into all sectors of the intimate apparel market.
According to Pamela Scott, Editor of Underlines, the continuing
cross-over of know-how from the activewear sector to intimates,
where invisible performance is key, will see further hybridisation of
natural and synthetic yarns.
One of the big athleisure trends is Eco Urban, which includes fabrics
ranges from those with a powdery touch to smooth marblesque
surfaces, where colour becomes an integral part of this direction.
And for adrenalin junkies, warp knits features for their clean cut

finishes (eliminating uncomfortable seams) with head bonding
replacing traditional cut and sew in some instances.
There are also urban inspired meshes, natural touch synthetics,
reworked camouflage, single and double jersey in hybrid blends,
Better Cotton Initiative cotton, linen, silk and built in performance
(moisture management, cool touch and anti-bacterial).
For more information about athleisure and the intimate apparel
market visit www.underlinesmagazine.com
Colour references: Pantone®Textile Paper Library

N
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Prints
Mesh
Melange
Hybrid
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AW Hainsworth & Sons

B9

Alan Litman

C6

Anbo Textiles

A3

Belinac of France

B7

Bella Tela

B8

Bennett Silks

C5

Bernstein and Banleys

B4

Bradshaw and Bradshaw

B7

Carrington Fabrics /John Kaldor D1

Tel: 0113 3955618
Web: hainsworth.co.uk
Email: ivanarosinova@hainsworth.co.uk
Contacts: Ivana Rosinova, Julie Greenough

(See Bradshaw & Bradshaw)

Tel: 01702 523315
Web: theliningcompany.co.uk
Email: sales@qualitylinings.co.uk / shop@theliningcompany.co.uk
Contacts: Jonathan Bernstein, Fran Bardhi, Dan Thompson, Liza Croft

Tel: 0115 970 8992/07917 4136
Web: litmansfabrics.com
Email: sales@litmansfabrics.com
Contacts: Craig Sherwin

Tel: 01823 257072
Web: bellatela.co.uk
Email: sales@bellatela.co.uk
Contacts: Richard Mannion, Tina Harris

(Also Belinac of France, Denholme, Solstiss,
Ruffo Coli Tessuti)
Tel: 020 7255 2333
Email: bradshawmatthew@btconnect.com
Contacts: David Bradshaw, Matthew Bradshaw

Tel: 01494 450155
Web: anbo.co.uk
Email: otto@anbo.co.uk
Contacts: Otto Hamelink

Tel: 0161 476 8600
Web: bennett-silks.co.uk
Email: sales@bennett-silks.co.uk
Contacts: Mike Bennett, Emma Cleverly

Tel: 01204 692223
Web: carringtonfabrics.co.uk
Email: sales@carringtonfabrics.co.uk
Contacts: Mike Fullagar, Cheryl Huddart, Robert Moyle
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Chrisanne Clover

E4

Forest Digital

Graham Smith Fabrics

Tel: 020 8640 5921
Web: chrisanne-clover.com
Email : sales@chrisanne-clover.com
Contact: Samira Huseynova

Tel: 01825 760495
Web: forestdigital.co.uk
Email: lauren@forestdigital.co.uk
Contacts: Lauren Pooley

Tel: 01274 507022
Web: grahamsmithfabrics.co.uk
Email: gsfabrics@btconnect.com
Contacts: Graham Smith, Andrew Smith
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E2

Denholme

B7

D2 Forster Rohner

B2

GH Leathers

F1

C4

B2

Holland & Sherry

A6

Cluny Lace

Tel : 0115 932 5031
Web: clunylace.com
Email: sales@clunylace.co.uk
Contact: Charles Mason

(See Henry Bertrand)

Henry Bertrand

(Also Forster Rohner)
Tel: 020 7424 7000
Web: henrybertrand.co.uk
Email: sales@henrybertrand.co.uk
Contacts: David Burke, Jamie Morgan

(See Bradshaw & Bradshaw)

Tel: 01933 311116
Web: leathermerchants.com
Email: sales@leathermerchants.com
Contacts: Amos Hill, Ayeisha Brown, Jonathan Davy

(Also Joseph H Clissold)
Tel: 01721 720101
Web: hollandandsherry.com
Email: taylor@hollandandsherry.co.uk hasnaa@hollandandsherry.co.uk
Contacts: Lindsay Taylor, Hasnaa Nabeebocus
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Interstiss

E5

James Hare

C2

Jane Makower Fabrics

C3

Jones and Co (Nottingham)

C1

José Maria Ruiz

A4

Joseph H Clissold

A6

Laurent Garigue

A1

Manuela Apparel Exports

D6

Marco Lagattolla

B3

(See Michael’s Bridal Fabrics)

Tel: 0115 978 1263
Web: jonesnottm.co.uk
Email: buttonsales@jonesnottm.co.uk
Contacts: John Ashley

Tel: 020 7371 1777
Email: info@laurentgarigue.com
Contacts: Laurent Garigue, Dudley Ward

Tel: 0113 243 1204
Web: james-hare.com
Email: sales@james-hare.com
Contacts: Charlie Hare, Saffron Hare

Tel: +34 914 029 890/+44 1444 412523
web: josemariaruiz.com
Email : info@josemariaruiz.com,atilla@ortac.co.uk
Contact: José María Ruiz, Atilla Ortac (UK agent)

Tel: + 91 9830327767
Web: manuelaexport.com
Contacts: Shaan Ghosh
Email: shaan.manuela@gmail.com

Tel: 01491 412391
Web: makower.co.uk
Email: hannah@makower.co.uk
jane.makower@mmakower1862.co.uk
Contacts: Jane Makower, Ros Maskell, Danie Saletes

(See Holland & Sherry)

Tel: +39 02 668 01 330
Web: marcolagattolla.it
Email: james@marcolagattolla.it
Contacts: James Micottis
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B5

The National Weaving Co.

E3

B10 Partap Fashion Fabrics

E1

Pongees

C7

E5

A2

Ruffo Coli Tessuti

B7

Michael’s Bridal Fabrics

E5

Nunoya

Ramon Santaeularia

(Also Colin Desreumaux, Interstiss, Ramon Santaeularia)
Tel: 01322 380 480
Web: michaelsbridalfabrics.co.uk
Email: admin@michaelsbridalfabrics.co.uk
Contacts: Michael Bristow, Barry Bristow, Natalie Peters

Tel: +34 93 3104430
Web: nunoya.com
Email: sean@nunoya.com
Contacts: Sean Banbury

(See Michael’s Bridal Fabrics)
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Monterossi and R by Rossi
Tel: +31 365351030
Web:monterossi.nl
Email:info@monterossi.nl
Contacts: Pim Rosenthal

Tel: 020 8813 8264
Web: partapfashions.com
Email: harveer@partapfashions.com
Contacts: Kulwinder Sanghera, Harveer Sanghera,
Ranjeet Jawanda

Ringhart Fabrics
Tel: 020 8335 4700
Web: ringhart.com
Email: mayur@ringhart.com
Contacts: Mayur Tejura

Tel: 01834 861 446
Web: nationalweaving.co.uk
Email: sales@nationalweaving.co.uk
Contacts: Louise Bradley, Scott Bradley

Tel: 020 7739 9130
Web: pongees.co.uk
Email: sales@pongees.co.uk
Contacts: Will Steele, Nick Moore, Nikki Steele

(See Bradshaw & Bradshaw)
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Sanmartin

Tel: +351 91 407 91 78
Web: sanmartin.pt
Email: filipa.cortez@sanmartin.pt
Contact: Filipa Cortez

Starsign Fabrics

Tel: 0203 7736 867
Web: starsignfabrics.com
Email: dudu@starsignfabrics.com
Contact:Dudu Bostan

D5

Schwarzschild Ochs

Tel: 020 7387 2775
Web: sochs.co.uk
Email: sales@sochs.co.uk
Contacts: Robin Alexander, Richard Collin, Hannah Jackson

E7 Tiss et Teint

Tel: 014845 12121
Web: tiss-et-teint.be
Email: david.sewell@btconnect.com
Contacts: David Sewell (UK agent)

A5 Solstiss

C8

The exhibitors non fabrics

Fashion Express Learning
Tel: 0788 0628832
Web: etelestia.com
Email: anastasia@etelestia.com
Contacts: Anastasia Vouyouka

D4

Fashion & Textile Children’s Trust B6
Tel: 0300 123 9002
Web: ftct.org.uk
Email: grants@ftct.org.uk
Contacts: Anna Pangbourne, Jill Haines, Janet Martin

Plus Samples

Tel: 0208 9308308
Web: plussamples.co.uk
Email: info@plussamples.co.uk
Contacts: Nailya Belkacemi

D3

B7

(See Bradshaw & Bradshaw)

The Sampling Unit

E6

UK Fashion & Textile Association

E8

Tel: 020 8800 0911
Web: thesamplingunit.co.uk
Email: info@thesamplingunit.com
Contacts: Andrew Theodosiou
(Also Fashion Angel)

Tel: 020 7843 9460
Web: ukft.org / letsmakeithere.org
Email: info@ukft.org
Contacts: Melissa Tang

National Childrenswear Association B1
Tel: 0207 843 9488
Web: ncwa.co.uk
Email: enquiries@ncwa.co.uk
Contacts: Michelle Payne
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Bringing your ideas to life

Plus Samples is a premier clothing manufacturing company,
providing CMT, pattern cutting & grading services. It has been
established for over 10 years and have built a regular client base of
high-end men and women’s wear designers and retailers; who are
showcasing at the London, New York and Paris Fashion Weeks.

The Sampling Unit Ltd specialises in creating garment samples from sketches or design ideas.

Operating from a London studio, Plus Samples specialises in
samples and small production runs from 1-200 pcs. The team of
skilled professionals are dedicated and passionate about producing
the highest quality garments, and their expertise covers all
categories of men’s and women’s clothing.

Kick start your project by talking to our expert team on
020 8800 0911
or email us at info@thesamplingunit.com

www.plussamples.co.uk

The National Childrenswear Association (NCWA) looks after the interests of all
those involved in the childrenswear industry.
Manufacturers, retailers (both large and small) and agents can all benefit from
the advice and information NCWA offers on issues ranging from standards to
labelling to employment law.
Associate Membership is available to suppliers to the industry and to
companies based outside the UK and Ireland.
All members enjoy a free page on NCWA’s website and the opportunity to
obtain discounts on a range of services, including insurance, photography and
energy prices.
Find out more by contacting us at
www.ncwa.co.uk; enquiries@ncwa.co.uk
And follow us on Twitter @ncwa1
https://www.facebook.com/NationalChildrenswearAssociation/

We have more than 25 years’ experience in the fashion design and clothing industries
as a high-end garment manufacturer.

www.thesamplingunit.co.uk
The Sampling Unit Ltd Unit 4a 1 Tavistock Road London N4 1UP

fashion
express
learning
• Telestia Creator CAD
• Telestia Trainer for Clothing & Fashion
An apparel CAD system created by pattern
technologists & designers for you!
It is now easy to offer made-to-measure
collections & virtual fitting designs.

Simple Solutions to Complex Problems
Perfect Fit • Made to Measure
Creative Fashion Design
www.FashionExpressLearning.co.uk
T. +7880 628832 E. contact@FashionExpressLearning.co.uk

MORE GRANTS AVAILABLE FOR
FAMILIES IN THE FASHION AND
TEXTILE INDUSTRY
Fashion & Textile Children’s Trust is looking to support more families.
If you would like to start promoting FTCT grants to your team, please email anna@ftct.org.uk
or call 020 3667 7882 to get started.
FTCT grants provide financial support towards the cost of an item for a child aged 0-18 years. It is not a loan,
there is no need to repay us.
Grants, starting at £250 with no upper limit, are available to suit a wide range of needs. FTCT has already helped over 500 children
since 1 July 2016, offering funding for school uniforms and specialist items, including mobility equipment. Funding is still available.

For more information, visit www.ftct.org.uk or call 0300 123 9002.
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